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learn that much of his capital invested in books is lost. It wounds the 
pride of the Professor to be called on to revise his lectures which he has 

stereotyped for the benefit of his pupils, whom he has often congratulated 
on their good fortune in coming to the surface at a time when so much 

light has been thrown on the mysteries of life. To tell them that that light 
in them is darkness, and then to help them find out how great is that dark 
ness, is to swallow his own words. Yet this will have to be done, unpleas 
ant as the task may be, not in the interest of Keligion or of Philosophy, but 
in the interest of Physiology itself. 

Rockport, Mass., Jan. 11, 1875. Benj. Haskell, M.D: 

Thomas Aquinas. 

[The following poem, by Dr. T. W. Parsons, appeared in the Catholic World. 

The accomplished translator of Dante, himself a follower of Thomas Aquinas, 

quite naturally lives into the spirit of that time and feels the import of the gigan 
tic struggle between the Arabian thinkers and the Christian, of whom Thomas 

Aquinas was chief. It was a contest between Oriental abstract Monism and 

European concrete Trinitarianism. The great problem then as now was that of 

the Person versus the Thing or mere animal. If there is no discrete degree 
between the Thing of Nature and Man, then absorption of the soul and loss of 

individuality will supervene at death. Pantheism versus Christian Theism was 

on trial. In this contest we find not only the originating cause of scholasticism, 
but also of the founding of the universities, and the revival of learning, and the 

emancipation of thought. Christian Theology was obliged to make its dogma 
justify itself before the intellect, or else succumb to doctrine taught in the Ara 

bian schools. Albertus M.'ignus, who, like Hegel and Schelling long after him, 
was born in Suabia, came down to Cologne and Paris, and taught Aristotle in 
such a way as to reconcile his doctrines with the Christian dogmas. Among his 

pupils were Meister EckLart, founder of Teutonic mysticism, and Thomas Aqui 
nas, mightiest of theologians. The former built a system of philosophy on the 

Trinity as central principle, as did Jacob Boehme after him; the latter stated 
the Christian Idea so clearly in the language of the Intellect that the devel 

opment of six hundred years has not superseded his philosophic forms. In 

fact, his comprehension is confirmed by the profoundest thought of our time. 
The necessity of a philosophic system that shall make personality its central 

principle, and exhibit the true dhTerence between the beings of nature and 
human souls, should revive in our theological seminaries the study of Aquinas. 

With this study should be combined that of Meister Eckhart, who made his phi 

losophical technique out of the language of the dogma, and was able to think 

therewith the profoundest thoughts.?Editor.] 

Turning from Darwin to Thomas Aquinas. 
Unless in thought with thee I often live, 
Angelic Doctor! life seems poor to me: 

What are these bounties* if they only be 
Such boon as farmers to their servants give? 
That I am fed, and that mine oxen thrive, 
That my lambs fatten, that mine hours are free,? 
These ask my nightly thanks on bended knee, 
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And I do thank Him, Who hath blest my hive, 
And made content my herd, my flock, my bee. 

But, Father! nobler things I ask from Thee. 
Fishes have sunshine?worms have everything! 
Are we but apes??O give me, God! to know 
I am death's master; not a scaffolding, 
But a true temple, where Christ's word could grow. 

Recognition. 

After the German of Riickhart, by C. E. Lackland. 

What if on Earth thou goest! the Genius of Earth art, 
Since Earth doth know thee not, whose beauty charms thine heart. 

Upon the Sun dost stand? the Sun's bright essence art; 
The Sun can know thee not, whose radiance lights thine heart. 

If in the Air thou sighest, the Zephyr's life-breath art; 
The breeze still knows thee not, whose waitings thrill thine heart. 

In Water dwellest thou, the Water-Spirit art; 
The clear stream knows thee not, whose murmurings lull thine heart. 

But in the^Heart thy home, and thou Love's fire art; 
Then art thou recognized in Love, who owns thy heart! 

Pantheism, or God the Universe. 

A correspondent calls attention to our notice of " 
The Logic of Keason," 

by Dr. Hickok, in the last number of this journal, and supports the posi 
tion taken in that work against 

" Transcendental Logic," including under 

that term logic as developed in the systems of Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and 

Hegel. He characterizes Transcendental Logic as resulting in a system 
whose highest principle is a '' 

totality of all potentialities, things, and men," 
a totality which "is but an abstract generalization from experience, though 
known as the idea of the Universe and taken as self-determining thought 

activity, and so a divine Ideal at the source and centre of the Universe in 
actual evolution is still found and put there in logical deduction from em 

pirical observation. The " God of the Universe," he thinks, according to 
this view, would be " one with the universe, and our philosophy and the 

ology must determine themselves accordingly. Our speculation is [i.e. 
would thus be] our thinking out God's thought in its process of universal 

development, and our theology is [would be] the thought of God as a logi 
cal process unfolding the universe as a becoming through perpetual begin 
nings a parte ante, and perpetual ceasings a parte post." 

"To be satisfactory to reason," he thinks, "we must find a God indepen 
dent of the universe, intelligibly competent to begin and cease action in the 
known right and claim of what intrinsically he is, and so an originator of 

his own ideals, and a creator by expressing his ideals in steadfast, univer 

sal forces." 
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